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About This Game

Explore a world filled with ancient wonder and excitement. A world where the strong willed survive and the weak perish. An
unjust world that seeks control, but cannot contain it. A broken world that desires change. Join the cause and become apart of

history to change the world of Nerfelo forever. An untold story awaits you in this harrowing tale of war. As the remaining
protectors of the realm clash against the Gafarian Empire, who, if anyone, will be left standing?

-Level each unit individually to level 20 with a class change option for some at level 10.
-Earn bonus points during main story missions and side quests and use to purchase items or towards leveling.

-Various shops to purchase a wide variety of Weapons, Items and etc.
-A durability system that provides limited usage on all gear, prompting you to use your skills wisely.

-A revival system that allows you to bring back your fallen teammates with an item.
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-Weapon triangle system for a combative advantage.
-Extras section with unlock-able character bios, soundtrack, and picture gallery.

-Several side quests to sink your teeth into.
-Main story with 12 chapters.

-Engaging turn-based combat system.

Long ago, Nerfelo was once a bountiful and thriving world that has remained at peace for hundreds of years. All was beautiful
and intact. Peace and tranquility flourished throughout the land. It was heaven. Unfortunately, that only remained until one day
when the great Garfarian Empire came and pillaged the land. In the wake of war, hope was dwindling and all was thought to be
lost. The allied Kingdoms of Kessania and Inelda are all that are left to stand in the Garfarian's way. That is, until a rebel group

calling themselves the Shelminai emerged.

Felm Heisen
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Felm is the respectable leader of the Shelminai and son of Marclex, a war hero from a shattered past.
He seeks to stop the Garian empire and rid the world of injustice all while trying to track down his father's killer.

Momo Amoichi
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Momo is a benevolent Priestess and sister to Felm. She uses her kind heart
and soft-spoken words to help heal the ailing hearts of all she comes across.
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Mouse: Left Click- Confirm, Right Click- Cancel/Skip cut-scenes/battles.

Keyboard: Z- Confirm, X- Cancel, Arrow Keys to move.

Controller: Typical controller support game controls. Start to skip battles/cut-scenes.

-Advanced-

[keyboard]
LEFT=left

UP=up
RIGHT=right
DOWN=down

SELECT=z,enter
CANCEL=x,ctrl

OPTION=c
OPTION2=shift
L_SWITCH=a
R_SWITCH=s

SYSTEM=x,ctrl
SKIP=space,rclick
FULLSCREEN=f4

RESET=f11
EXIT=esc

[gamepad]
LEFT=1

UP=2
RIGHT=3
DOWN=4

SELECT=5
CANCEL=6
OPTION=7
OPTION2=8

L_SWITCH=9
R_SWITCH=10

SYSTEM=11
SKIP=12
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Title: Falnarion Tactics
Genre: RPG, Strategy
Developer:
Team Syukino
Publisher:
Team Syukino
Franchise:
Falnarion Tactics
Release Date: 7 Jan, 2019

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Microsoft® Windows® Vista(sp2) / 7 / 8 / 10 (32bit/64bit)

Processor: Intel® Pentium® 4 2.0 GHz equivalent or faster processor

Memory: 512 MB RAM

Graphics: 1024 x 768 pixels or higher desktop resolution

Storage: 300 MB available space

Sound Card: Any

English
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A Pretty decent tactical RPG based on Fire Emblem, which is kinda it strength but also the most annoying part of it.

The only thing i do not like in Fire emblem is the uses of a weapon, i know it is "durability" but there are no ways to repair a
weapon, and powerful weapons can be destroyed in 6 uses is kinda meh. But the story is decent, but if you like me find the
freaking "durability" to be annoying, dont bother, you find powerful weapons that can be used 3-6 times and saving these
weapons to the very last minute tends to be boring. But if you are a true Fire emblem fan then you should get this title.. If you're
really looking for some fire emblem action, I suppose this can satisfy. Its an indie RPG maker game, so I went into it with
amateur level expectations. I was ok with everything until the story seemed to stop, and the game turned into a, "Choose your
own map to fight on" type of game with no rhyme or reason why you're there. I'm not really interested in that. For this price, I
expect a little bit better.. if you love fire emblem then your really going to enjoy this game
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